Assistance using adaptive oscillators: robustness to errors in the identification of the limb parameters.
This paper provides a robustness analysis of the method we recently developed for rhythmic movement assistance using adaptive oscillators. An adaptive oscillator is a mathematical tool capable of extracting high-level features (i.e. amplitude, frequency, offset) of a quasi-sinusoidal measured movement, a rhythmic flexion-extension of the elbow in this case. By the use of a simple inverse dynamical model, the system can predict the torque produced by a human participant, such that a fraction of this estimated torque is fed back through a series elastic actuator to provide movement assistance. This paper objectives are twofold. First, we introduce a new 1 DOF assistive device developed in our lab. Second, we derive model-based predictions and conduct experimental validations to measure the variations in movement frequency as a function of the open parameters of the inverse dynamical model. As such, the paper provides an estimation of the robustness of our method due to model approximations. As main result, the paper reveals that the movement frequency is particularly robust to errors in the estimation of the damping coefficient. This is of high interest for the applicability of our approach, this parameter being in general the most difficult to identify.